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Glowing 
Tabitha Gilligan
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If  Only 
By JK. G
 
If  only I could write everything that I’ve felt 
For the past six years. 
Everything i’ve thought of  regarding my old home, Where I will never be 
welcomed once more. 

I wish I could spend more time with 
The people I grew up with, 
See once more my grandmas smiling, 
Hear once more my grandpas laughing, 
Be able to walk the vast space of  my dry yard, 
	 And	breathe	in	the	course	air	filled	with	dirt	from	fields	around.	

For now, and for a long time after, I’m all alone. 
For I will not smell or taste the apples 
Growing behind my Opa’s house. 
For I will not speak my one true tongue. 

I	now	walk	alone,	no	friends	nor	significant	other,	No	ties	to	this	strange	
land, and with 
No place to call my own. 

I can never return to the one true place I once called home, So for now I 

float,	with	no	one,	with	nothing.	
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I Lost My Father to Jungle Gold
Harrison Rios
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Stargazing 
By JK.G 

Stargazing, 
An activity that I thought would be completed 
Beside my true romantic partner, 
However, 
That was not the case at all. 

You took me down to the pond while keeping some small talk, And once 
our sneakers stepped in the crunchy frozen grass, we looked up. 
Andromeda, Andromeda, Andromeda, 
Where is that gorgeous galaxy? 
I	see	Orion’s	Belt,	But	I	can’t	find	Andromeda.	

Silence fell, just like the sudden cold atmosphere, 
And the frozen pond began to make stepping sounds, 
As if  someone stepped on its fragile glassy cover; 
Which	reflected	the	bright	lights	outside	the	neighbor’s	house.
 
Over the southern mountains 
You noticed the glooming lights of  a far away city, 
Reaching	for	the	sky	with	their	delicate	frozen	fingers.	
It’s so pretty you said, always with your positive attitude. 

After we grew cold, we made our way back with now aching chins and 
noses; The cold air was really not taking any mercy now. 
But you began to talk, how lovely that we completed this activity. Just like 
you	did	back	home,	with	your	dad,	near	a	fire	and	some	dogs.
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a light in the dark
Lauren P.
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Nights That Get Dark Too Quickly
Ori C. Li

the air is refreshingly cold,
A little bit lonely, a little bit unkindly,
A lot bit full of  the memory I wish I still had
Of  you. 

Fog builds on my glasses. 
Microscopic crystals of  light
Turn all of  the lamplights
Into	stiff	angels,	haloed	with	rainbow,	their	imaginary	wings
Cut through by the silhouette of  stern branches,
Static, yet waiting to grow over, but grow
Not quite the same.

It’s never been quite the same. My neck
And shoulders know it, my ears create your voice
Out	of 	the	silence,	different	each	time,	
Bouncing	off	the	mind-numbing	whiteness
Of  nothing. My eyes see every possible gesture
Belonging to you, in me. My mind dresses
Your story like a model, constantly reimagined,
Retaken, rewritten—always in the light,
Always standing out.

You permeate everything I do—
Haunting, taunting, beckoning.
Both the reality and fantasy of  you
Have merged together, sunken
Deep within a storm where eternal shadow
Reigns	and	desire	is	as	fleeting
As the lightning, transient and elusive.
I don’t even know 
What I don’t know anymore. 

At best I know the small things.
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I know you liked telling me to stand tall
As if  I wasn’t short, while you had the ability
To tower over and peer into me,
Watch	me	fail,	accept	my	flaws,	catch	my	fall.
I have not grown
Much since then, but still as I put on 
My concert shoes I like to think
At least I can still reach you this way. 

At least
I can still reach for the impression, the state
In which I was so proud to bear your name,
At least, try to reach the place in which
You still might be, higher, further, into
The self  and beyond to places where things
Sleep and rest. But
It’s freezing without you, even more so
When I know it is not you who will help me. 
But I won’t stop, I won’t stop 
Calling your name,
To give life
To your wish,
To walk forward
Knowing someday
We may meet again.
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Zach, 2021
Julia Farinacci
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The small things that emerge 
Ori C. Li

ants // bubbles // worms // sounds of  birds
                           dust // tissue // patter of  rain

         //color// 

          // scribbles on the sofa

         Your facelessness 
     // the shape of  your voice //

You are being careless
Control

Bottle caps // uncooked rice // sweet smoke // leaves
  Skin // scars // ticks // time

   //words//
 
    chair wobbles

 
       Stopped clock
     // your stopped time //

Everything is measured.
(I we am are no exception)

Spots // lines // grass // scales // buttons
 regret // wordlessness // clouds

   //blank//

    
—————————
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Office Anxiety
Harrison Rios
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Who You Are
Petra Zadroga

When you saw actresses in clothes that you liked
You started to dress more like them

When you heard someone you hate use a phrase that you liked
You started to use the same phrase

When you felt the comfort between three people you’ve never met
You started to create the same warmth for your friends

When you read a book that ordered sentences a certain way
Your poems changed in length to match

I want to be there as you come to embrace

Who you are is just what you love about other people
Who you love is just who in the world you show
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Noose 
Grace Finin

you have collapsed 
right on top of  
my house of  cards.
breaking down
each wall.
i want everything gone-
ripped at the seams.

begin again with a 
brand new tree where
the hornet no longer
comes to visit,
my protector reassured 
my safety from it all. 

no more moments of  
lightning breaking through
while the rain decides to
splash only on you.

forget about the minor
simplicities we took 
part in. lose the rigid 
smile you display for 
everyone to ruin and dismiss. 
fill	me	up	with	tired	lies
while making me wait.

my ribbon has been 
placed carefully between 
the place we share as lovers.
tight enough to catch
us in a trap
but not loose
enough to let 
it fall at all.
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Think Wide Open
Betsy Allen

Notes to One Day Tell My Daughter:

When he asks you to go with him and your body trembles in fear, it is 
okay to say no. When he tells you, he loves you and you say it back, that 
is not your consent and you can love without giving him your home. 
When the world asks why your eyes carry a slimness characteristic of  
Asian heritage, when the world shuns you for the color of  your skin and 
the shape of  your nose, it is okay to feel pain. My daughter, I promise you 
I	too	have	been	victim	to	the	cruelty	of 	a	beauty	defined	by	white	men	
who know nothing of  oppression. If  math is your strength, your love and 
passion, follow it wholeheartedly despite it being a “predestined” path for 
you. According to the color of  your skin, calculus is second nature to you, 
but I implore you to challenge such an assumption because darling there 
is nothing inherent about your knowledge. Talent is talent, and it is a gift 
wholly	independent	of 	social	constructions	and	fictional	biological	pre-
determinations. When called “exotic” do not be fooled into thinking this 
is your only version of  beauty. Exotic is beauty to the small-minded who 
cannot	see	beyond	the	barriers	of 	difference.	If 	growing	up	in	America	
makes you ashamed of  the blood we share, it is okay to tell me. Tell me 
you hate me for making you this way, tell me you despise the attributes 
that make you like me, and I will still love you with every part of  my 
being. Tell me you wish you were white, blue, purple, and just about any 
other color than yellow, and I will remind you that yellow is the color of  
sunshine. It is okay to be angry that your eyes are not blue, your hair is 
not blonde, and your skin is not colorless. It is okay to want more than 
anything to be the same as your white girlfriends who have perfect faces 
and perfect bodies and perfect boyfriends. It is okay to feel more “white” 
than “Chinese;” it does not make you any less Chinese. It is okay to 
choose an American identity over the identity granted to you by the color 
of  your skin and the shape of  your features. It is okay because I am living 
proof  that all this is possible.
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I am not asking you to be stronger than society. I am not asking you to 
fake blindness at the images that surround you. I am not asking you to be 
wholly and undeniably devoted to your Chinese self. I am asking you to 
trust.	Trust	that	you	can	overcome	the	pain	of 	being	different	from	your	
white classmates. Trust that the struggle between your two identities, Chi-
nese and American, will make you angry, sad and angry again. Trust that 
your beauty is not exotic but is beauty as beauty should be. I am asking 
you to see farther than what is before you. I am asking you to learn from 
my mistakes, to see that the world is much greater than societal norms 
that attempt to control you. Make your brain too great for such standards 
to	define	you.	When	he	tells	you	he	loves	you,	be	able	to	know	what	you	
truly want and most importantly be able to voice it. When you see a face 
staring	back	at	you	that	does	not	fit	the	description	of 	beauty	understand	
that such guidelines are derived from insecurity and that you can combat 
insecurity with love. If  you are ashamed of  your mother, try to see that 
she had just as little choice as you and that if  she could have, she would 
have given you whiteness if  it would make you happy. See that beauty is 
deeper than skin, eyes and nose. See that beauty is your mother’s willing-
ness to accept your hatred of  her. See that beauty is love that cannot be 
broken	by	superficial	standards	of 	worth.	I	am	asking	you	to	be	open,	to	
see below the surface. I am asking you to dig deeper, to understand there 
is more to a person than what can be seen in an instant. My daughter, I 
am asking you to think wide open.
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ASS LIFE
Grace Finin

  “the carpenter’s dream,” she said.
“flat	as	a	board,	easy	to	nail”

thanks to you,
Mrs.	Hoffigesan

my insecurities started in the back
of  a blacked-out classroom with

pillars above-showing someone seeking to help
pushed between diorite and andesite

i thought i could be safe
                                 *would be safe

especially next to you and her
the only kinds I knew
who i thought knew

#METOO
woman	empowerment	my	flat	ass	board.

 
and then to think, i lured the wrong ones.

to this day i struggle with the fact.
even when i had stars yelling beside me

to shine brighter like the rest
i guess i was still stuck in my biggest fear

the dark.
maybe listening could help.

that i haven’t learned yet either.
 

and	the	fucking	fibs	started	to	explode	then	too.
not just from me, myself  and i

because yes
there are three of  me

but every waist trainer walking around did too.
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and i guess additionally
that might have added to the
strawberry jam spill of  fear

in my Victoria secret laced underwear
that I hide under my twin size bed

just in case GOD
or even worse

MY MOTHER
saw a peak of  what goes
on behind closed doors.

“I don’t have the strength to watch what you do”
but that was never what i expected from you.

 
i didn’t just dye my hair pink

i like those who do the same too
and it all began way back then

when learning was simply understanding what to do 
i ponder about these moments and wonder how she must feel

to be a woman towards the back of  the classroom.
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Dirty Laundry, 2022
Julia Farinacci
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Fatigue
Rachel Sidmore

An ache to rest.
I wonder if  they can see
My eyelid twitching.

An ache to rest.
My smile is fake but 
I must try my best.

An ache to rest.
Please understand that I am
Not usually this way.

An ache to rest.
I’m forced to ignore the
Pain in my chest.

An ache to rest.
Stop asking me to push through
When I can give no more.

An ache to rest.
“Put	your	health	first”,	they	say—
If  I could, I would not be here
Trying to pass your test.
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Requiem 
Carlos Yu

The scene is always the same:
Searching for you in darkness, drowning in 
cold sweat, goosebumps growing
from the damp sheets. I wish I
could drown in the waves of  the 
wrinkled blanket, let my body
crumple and crash
like the tide. Endless alleys, lone 
street	lamps,	the	infinite	sky,	sing	
deafening requiems. 
I will always be running, 
rousing from sleepless nights 
trying to ease the nightmare burn 
Branded in my brain.
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Remember 
Sam Stone
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 Typhoons 
Carlos Yu

 A thunderclap. I remember watching the Simpsons depiction 
of  thunderstorms: God in a bowling jersey running down the alley and 
sliding	on	his	shoes	getting	strike	after	strike,	high-fiving	Michael	and	
Mary on his way back, doing a little celebration dance. At school Father 
Joseph told me that typhoons meant God was infuriated at all the sinners, 
that	I	personally	had	enraged	Him,	that	those	suffocated	in	landslides	in	
the	news,	those	drowned	in	flash	floods	charged	with	fallen	electric	lines	
deserve His wrath, that we were spared like Noah and the country was 
purged of  sin. I feared God. I feared the havoc of  typhoons. I feared the 
brownouts. I feared the dark. 
 I clutched my ears crying in a corner praying the rosary begging 
for forgiveness, promising Jesus, God, the Virgin Mary, Our lady of  Min-
danao that I’d be better, that I wouldn’t skip rosary beads and I would go 
to confession every week and thank God for everything in my life. I swear. 
I’ll be the best you’ve ever seen, I whispered between sobs. My brother 
found me in the hamper among long socks muddy from soccer. He had a 
lantern with him for brownouts. His shadow was large and it scared me. 
 “Come on, stop crying,” he nudged the hamper with his foot,   
 “get out of  there.” “God is mad at us, PJ.” 
 “God isn’t real.” 
 That only made me cry harder. “PJ, please don’t say that,   
 please!” 
 “Get out of  there. We’re gonna eat.” 
 “I’m scared!” 
 He sighed. “They made chicken nuggets and Spam.” 
 “Really?” 
 We made our way to the dining room. Downstairs the lightning 
illuminated	the	house	in	sudden	flashes.	Clinging	to	PJ,	I	flinched	at	every	
crack	and	flash	in	the	sky.	I	was	afraid	that	it	would	come	crashing	down	
and	I’d	see	white	flames	of 	fury	in	God’s	eyes,	a	massive	hand	lifting	the	
lid	of 	my	roof 	and	reaching	for	me	the	way	it	looks	when	I	stuff	my	hand	
into	a	bag	of 	chips,	licking	my	blood	and	bones	on	his	fingers	the	way	I	
sucked	the	chip	dust	and	salt	from	mine.	Those	flashes	were	God’s	fury;	
the ensuing boom was his voice. 
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~~~ 
 The doorbell rang. At once we turned to the door. The wind 
whipped the trees into C’s. It was hard to hear the second ring over the 
sheets of  rain battering the roof. Neither of  us moved. Then: another 
flash.	We	see	a	silhouette	of 	a	man	peeking	in	through	the	window.	PJ	
looked	at	me.	We	inched	toward	the	door.	It	rang	again.	Another	flash.	
 “Oh. What?” PJ opened the door. 
 “PAPA!” I screamed and jumped on him.
 Though I couldn’t see his face I knew it was him because I could   
smell the smoke sticks and yellow water on his shirt. 
 “Where’s your mother?” He says. 
 “Upstairs, I think.” PJ answered. 
 “Ok. Wait down here. We’re going to eat soon.” 
 Now that my father was here somehow the fear dissipated. I 
hadn’t realized he was gone, but I was glad he was here now. God was 
already angry with me so instead of  listening to my father I crept up the 
stairs and into my parents’ room. They sounded angry but it was hard to 
hear their voices over the drone of  the rain. It sounded like my mother 
dropped a blow drier or something, or maybe it was the thunder. I ran to 
the bathroom, afraid. My mother’s face was red, soaked in tears like the 
storm only touched her face. 
 “What’s wrong? Scared of  the thunder too?” I asked her. 
 My eyes widened and watered seeing someone so distraught, 
devastated, hurt. I knew, from the look on her face, that something awful 
happened, but in the moment my brain couldn’t bear to imagine that it 
was my father who brought her to look so… so vulnerable, so sad. Was 
it because I upset God? Why would he let this happen if  he loved me? I 
needed someone to make sense of  it all, to tell me it was all ok. My father, 
towering above the both of  us, a dark shadow cast over his indiscernible 
face like the new moon said, 
 “Everything’s okay my baby boy.” He pulled us into a group hug 
and my mother held me so tight it scared me. 
 The table was silent. Just the typhoon, low rumbles, the lazy 
susan and silverware. The electricity was still out and the back-up genera-
tor was broken or something so we used lanterns and candles. It was nice. 
Really, in spite of  the brown out, the silence between my parents and the 
vacancy in my mother’s eyes and the scary no-face father, it was nice. The 
candle light danced about. Shadows shifted, overlapped on my father’s 
face like a shore of  shadows with tides of  light. 
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	 We	finished	dinner	early.	While	doing	the	dishes	with	my	mom	
I heard her singing something sweet. Apparently my father did too and 
when	we	finished	putting	everything	away	he	brought	a	small	battery	
powered radio downstairs and inserted a disc into the tray. I saw him 
move in the darkness, motioning towards my mother to join him, a slow 
yellow smile spreading across a dark shape where his head should be. He 
moved his hands up and down as if  a t-rex were trying to dance, even 
so my mother took his hands and danced to Madonna. PJ and I joined 
too. We danced until we sweat, until the songs replayed, until my father 
went upstairs to fetch other albums, until our feet ached and our soles 
were black. By the end, it was just my father standing alone, a silhouette 
bouncing	and	twisting	to	“Dancing	with	Myself,”	occasionally	a	flash	of 	
light would blast past him, but never illuminating him. 
 I awoke to my mother’s sobs. She was holding two rings in her 
hand. I hugged her. Why would God do this to my mother? Didn’t he 
love us?

Juliette Kono - Tsunami
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I Stand Up Next to a Mountain and Chop it Down With 
the Edge of  my Hand
Harrison Rios
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Reveal
Sam Stone
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Eternity 
Sam Stone

I am nothing 
But love, 

Nothing but me 

I am nothing but human,
Fleeting and free.

I am nothing without you, 
Just nobody

I am nothing compared to
The human sea

I am nothing but love,  
Nothing but me.

I am nothing but human
Fleeting and free.

I’m nothing without you, 
Just nobody.

So let’s live together
As family

I’m nothing but love
Nothing but me.

I’m nothing but human, 
Fleeting and free

I’m nothing without you
Just nobody.

So let’s love together
Eternity
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Explore
Sam Stone
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So here we are today!
Sam Stone

So here we are today! 
What a beautiful, painful reality; 

What can we do but survive? 
this twisting maze of  life 

leaves little room for imagination 

Capitalist algorithms mining our attention
Holding out hopes and dreams for a pension

We dare not think of  life ascension
for how could it be done?

.

.

.
Life goes as life goes; don’t tell me it can be better

I won’t be disappointed anymore
I don’t need your pretty lies.

.

.

.
BUT WHAT IF

life does not get better
life will get worse

and you
will be 

responsible 
for the world
your children

inherit 

SO WHY NOT

take ownership of  your reality
manifest the best world collaboratively Ignite

that spark of  inner beauty and let it shine Like
moths	to	a	flame

You will draw Others
and they too will burst alight
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before long
your brilliance 

will radiate 
growing stronger

And each day you will stride forth
and life will be 

aglow 

Understanding paradox
your	significant	nothingness

You are nothing
without Others

You can not
control fate

YET
you can

open eyes
create meaning

share stories
uplift 

elevate
and enrich

life
for all
who

encounter 

You;

that	insignificant	being
with the power

to make
reality 
True.
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Reflection
Gracie Vicente
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double exposure holga
Gracie Vicente
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Just Another Statge Adaptation
Catriona Stewart

Text: 
“A Rose for Emily” 

Playwright: 
William Faulkner 

Director: 
I’ll do it 

Cast: 
I’ll be Homer Barron and you can be Miss Emily 

Stage Directions: 
We’re both in bed —> you can take the right side and I’ll take 
what’s left 

Act I Synopsis: 
You lay with me 
as I decompose 
into our bed 
You lay with me 
as I curl 
into my print of  putrid deterioration 
into the fabric of  our bed 
You hold me until 
the hand you hold 
is bare 
is bone 
is smooth 
is skinless 
and the eyes you look into 
are raw 
are rot 
are sockets 
are sightless 
And you think that this is better 
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than laying without me

Intermission: 
Please stay seated. 

Act II Synopsis: 
Please. Stay. 
Still 
I wish you 
let me choose 

Director’s Notes: 
 1. I’ll take the right side and you can take what’s left 
 2. You’ll take the right side and you’ll take what’s left 
 3. Get out of  bed, Homer
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The Traveling Blue Chair
Matthew Cahill
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Seven Months into Nineteen
Catriona Stewart

There’s something seriously hopeless about adulthood
But sometimes I lose my lack of  hope too
It depends on if  I think people are inherently bad or good

As you sit beside beside me I could
Not know if  I’m having a breakthrough  or a breakdown
There’s something seriously jarring about the latter’s likelihood

There’s something seriously bleak about completing childhood
But only if  I agree that I’ve accomplished it too
It depends on if  I think people are inherently in adulthood

As I sit beside you I should
Tell you to tell me what my thoughts are to you
There’s something seriously adult about wanting to be understood

There’s something seriously inherent about confusing womanhood
With an act that I do for others’ judicial review
It depends on it I think doing for others is inherently bad or good

As you sit beside me I would
Start crying if  I told you
How seriously hopeless I can be about anything good
Though it depends on if  I think hopelessness is bad or adulthood
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Growth
Matthew Ezzy

I	don’t	fit	in	the	swing	anymore.	Mom	says	I’m	getting	bigger.	I	ask	why	the	
swing can’t get bigger. She laughs.
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Floating-Point NaN
Harrison Rios
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Short Glory
Matthew Ezzy

I built a sandcastle, the best sandcastle ever. It was the most perfect thing 
I’d ever built. When Mom saw it, she asked me why I built it so close to 
the water. It’ll get washed away soon, she said. Because this place had the 
best sand, I told her.
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sneak
Erin Moynihan 
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The No-Contact Rule
Betsy Allen

Two weeks. Thirty days. Three months. Six months–I am not sure how 
long the no-contact period should last for optimal results but I am begin-
ning to think that my lifetime is the ideal length. No contact means no 
talking, no texting, don’t even bother looking, and most importantly no 
climbing	into	bed	with	our	“no-contact-contacts”.	At	first	it	will	be	nearly	
unbearable. It will seem of  the utmost importance to send a quippy text 
about the squirrel that reminded you of  them because it was small, hairy, 
and just a little bit handsome. It will seem like no big deal to call on a 
night out because wouldn’t that be funny and aren’t you so moved on 
that being friends is only natural and didn’t you want to ask about that 
assignment for that class you’re taking that he took the year prior. It will 
be nothing if  not impossible to say no to his hands on your body, familiar 
and reminiscent of  a care that was once yours alone. It will seem almost 
silly to let a little thing like a breakup turn two dear friends into the 
strangers they once were and so what is wrong with a text here and there, 
a smile, a meet-up and, oh yeah, the occasional fuck. 

After the two-weeks of  the “no-contact rule” pass, the real no-contact 
period will likely begin. It is at this point that you realize the squirrel actu-
ally	reminds	you	of 	a	fluffy,	nut-hoarding–albeit	endearing–little	rodent	
and that calling on a night out might actually get in the way of  all the 
fun you’re having and that friends become strangers more often than not 
and what is really so special this time. This no-contact period will likely 
stretch beyond the two-week mark, though do not be surprised if  it is a 
time still permeated by an irremediable hope that your phone will ding 
with a message reading along the lines of, he made the biggest mistake 
and can’t imagine losing you, as you quite literally are the best thing that 
has ever happened to him. It is during this time that your playlist will 
begin to accept songs that look fondly on the past, a removed, grateful 
observance of  all the wonderful things he gave you. You might begin to 
feel that you most certainly can let go because if  what you had was real 
you	will	surely	find	your	way	back	to	one	another	and	so	there	really	is	no	
point wasting any more time on waiting for the inevitable to occur. 
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Try not to be discouraged if  amongst all this new optimism there are still 
the	moments	and	the	days	when	you	feel	you	won’t	ever	move	on,	find	
yourself  drowning in the fear of  never being anything to anyone, and 
perhaps more dauntingly, not wanting to ever be anything to anyone be-
cause then you’ll just have to go through the “no-contact” period all over 
again with someone new. Two weeks will turn to three and if  you’re lucky 
by the end of  that third week he will have hurt you for the last time–rath-
er,	he	will	have	turned	your	world	upside	down	for	the	final	time	and	you	
will	be	thrust	into	the	final	stages	of 	the	“no-contact	rule”.	

After	sufficient	crying	limited	to	a	single	night	you	will	awake	the	next	
morning	feeling...shockingly	fine.	You	will	get	up,	shower,	go	out	and,	
hopefully, get under someone new. Though such might happen before 
this stage it is only during this stage that getting under someone new will 
really be for you. This is less of  a distraction and more of  a reminder that 
there are in fact many experiences beyond him and that perhaps those re-
ally are the experiences you’d rather be having. At this point his punches 
will no longer connect as, to be quite honest, you’ve gotten very used to 
being bruised. And, in the rare case that your no-contact-contact is actu-
ally a rather stellar individual and has not thrown any punches other than 
that huge kick of  a breakup, this is also the point where anger will set in. 
Because unless you were a grade A bitch this is the point at which you 
realize you did nothing to deserve someone leaving, let alone to deserve 
being collateral damage in someone else’s search for self-identity. Here, 
in	the	final	stage,	the	questions	will	begin	to	arise.	Will we ever speak again 
might be all too common in cases in which your sustained proximity is 
unavoidable, to which you will wonder how to react if  ever spoken to 
because	wouldn’t	someone	who	has	moved	on	be	able	to	offer	forgive-
ness	and	engage	in	small-talk	without	too	much	effort?	You	might	then	
worry that not wanting to respond is indicative of  never having healed 
and be sent into a tailspin of  what’s wrong with me, will I ever be whole again, 
and when is our wedding. Here, I would like to debunk the myth that moving 
on is synonymous with forgiveness and that having healed is synonymous 
with	never	having	been	hurt	in	the	first	place.	For	my	purposes	I	am	only	
referring to those who sustained bruising such as being discarded, seem-
ingly having had their name forgotten, watching the one who claimed to 
love	them	differently	than	anyone	before	move	on	with	someone	new	two	
weeks after fucking you, and being made to doubt if  the relationship was 
ever more than some self-created delusion. 
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Those who have to deal with far worse are obviously of  no expectation to 
offer	forgiveness	as	a	sign	of 	having	moved	on	and	are	absolutely	entitled	
to eternal resentment. The people I am referring to now are those who 
have thought regularly, “maybe we could be friends again” and thus, no 
doubt, have been told that moving on is the same as being able to turn 
your no-contact-contact into a contact again. The idea that forgiveness 
is ever a must is a dangerous fallacy for one reason. If  you did not treat 
him the way that he treated you post-breakup, especially if  he was the 
one who gave up and called it quits, then forgiveness is not a symptom of  
healing—it is a gift and, in most cases, it is a gift that is undeserved. Thus, 
for me, the “no-contact rule” is a lifelong process. 
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forward
Erin Moynihan 
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Cup of  Dasies
Tabitha Gilligan
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Hotsweet 
Arianna DelMastro

You’re a light sleeper, 
so I’ll hold my breath next to you 
all night long 
(or until my lungs collapse). 
And because you’re colorblind, 
I’ll dull myself  to simpler hues, 
fading into shades of  gray 
as I pass backwards through the prism. 
You’re afraid of  the dark, 
so	I’ll	set	myself 	on	fire,	
because	 the	 pain	 of 	 flesh	 consumed	 by	 flame	hurts	 less	 than	 one-sided	
heartbreak.
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Untitled
JK. G
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Orange Slice of  Light
Tabitha Gilligan
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Forbidden Fruit
Arianna DelMastro

I can’t tell yet if  you’re the serpent or the dove -- We never see ourselves 
naked, under the sun, Until after the fruit is past our nescient lips. 
How do I know 
Whether	her	fingers	have	been	stained	by	berries	or	blood	Before	they’ve	
reached my tongue? 

Then again, 
If  the Devil can take any form, 
How can I be sure that I’m the one who’s pure? What if  there’s jade in 
these eyes I’m too afraid to open? If  the garden we stand in is Godless, 
Is there anyone to fear but ourselves?
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Projector Series
G

rayson Beaulieu
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Love According to Me and the Laws of  Physics
Arianna DelMastro

You were there. 
You held me as the glaciers fell, 
As the white desert sun scorched our new skin. 

We	kissed	for	the	first	time	
Under the comet; 
Your hand caressed the contour beneath my rib Just before it found the 
Earth’s	flank.	

You were there 
While the whales became wolves 
And when the wolves became whales– 
The tide waivered, 
Quivering 
On the cusp of  consuming the shore, but 
You remained. 

You taught me about cohesion: 
Why the water striders wander 
The placid ponds, and ants, 
Like fallen soldiers, fashion 
Liferafts from their jumbled bodies. 

The sky tonight is like hot asphalt, 
And you are here, hearing 
The orange trees panting in the hollow breeze. 
I touch your face as we listen to the lake lapping at the beach: A trapped 
body tonguing the boundless turf. 
We stand like stones that have withstood the tests of  time– Like matter, 
Neither created nor destroyed. 

And I know you’ll be there 
When we’re buried in the barren land, 
Our bodies returned to ash and dust; 
When	our	eyes	fill	with	ozone,	
I still see 
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The notch in your chin, 
Dimples, 
Scars from one pastlife or another…
The water, rising higher, lays itself  
Down into the earth’s every groove 
The way we do: unconscious, 
Sleepily	cupping	hand-over-belly,	your	body	fitting	to	mine;	Back-to-front,	
knees with a gentle bend, a tangle of  arms and blankets. Your skin tastes 
like beeswax, 
Just like the earth did. 
Just like the earth will.
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abandoned sunset
Erin Moynihan
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Worry Worm
Gracie Vicente

My newly decorated bedroom looked like a hotel room. The bed neatly 
made, everything in its place. It was missing my teenage angst from my 
last home, no posters lining the walls anymore. Just a clean coat of  paint 
and a framed photo of  a whale hung up on the wall.
 
Everything of  mine was hidden in the closet. Boxes stacked yet to be 
unpacked. I found myself  going through the shoebox of  memories that I 
had kept over the years.
 
Awards from sports, kind letters from old friends, journals with only a few 
entries in them before I abandoned the commitment. The yearbook I was 
the editor for, tassels I wore for graduation.
 
All the remains of  a past that seemed so long ago with parts of  me I’d 
forgotten, or deliberately left behind.
 
When I left for college, I wanted to leave behind my hometown. I had 
this	notion	that	I	would	go	off	and	forget	it	all	and	go	on	to	do	better,	
more impressive things.
 
Despite this stack of  accomplishments in this weathered shoe box, I felt 
like I had achieved nothing.
 
I found a letter where an upperclassman in Drama Club told me that I 
was always smiling, always happy. Was I? My memories insist that I was 
lonely. Maybe I was happier than I thought. Or maybe I was good at 
pretending.
 
The yearbook. Comparing my mature self  now to my teenage body, what 
a recipe for disaster.
 
I used to play Tennis. I found my old racquet in the back of  my closet, I 
twirled	it	around	in	my	hand.	It	fit	like	an	old,	familiar	pair	of 	jeans.
 
Next, my swim cap and goggles that were shoved away on the top shelf.
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I	put	on	the	cap	with	some	difficulty	and	did	an	awkward	dive	in	the	
pool.	My	head	breaking	the	seal	into	the	water	first.	I	never	did	get	the	
hang of  diving.
 
I did only three strokes of  freestyle before I had to turn around once 
again,	my	flip	turn	left	me	with	the	uncomfortable	feeling	of 	water	filling	
your nose.
 
I	didn’t	move	with	the	fluidity	as	I	did	in	high	school,	undoubtably	due	to	
my past year of  stagnation.
 
It felt nice to move freely again. Happy to be reunited with an old hobby.
 
I	floated	down	to	the	bottom	of 	the	pool	and	stared	down	at	the	sight	of 	
a dead worm lying still.
 
Did you know worms can survive up to two weeks underwater? Was he 
down here for those two weeks, just sitting at the bottom of  this pool, 
waiting for his demise?
 
I hope not, I’d feel bad.
 
Aren’t we lucky? To have hobbies, to have hopes and dreams.
 
Aren’t we lucky? To have the luxury of  worry.
 
Aren’t you glad? That you aren’t a worm lying lifeless at the bottom of  
someone’s pool?
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Relief  Print
Grayson Beaulieu
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Mirrored Heart
Emily Gray
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Independent Thought Patterns
Brooke Morganti
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Untitled
Emily Gray

You	can	transform	a	space	with	the	lights	off
The warm tones of  my bedroom are swallowed by thick black 
My liquid dark caresses the endless recesses 
Here is now an ocean
Full of  eels and conch shells 
Nocturnal seaweeds fold my body tight 
The world becomes ravenous in the night

Blow out the candle 
I entreat you to live deliciously
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6 AM, 2021
Julia Farinacci
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winter is a dark bed 
Erin Moynihan

the monarch emerged with a broken wing// the squirrel choked and 
we all saw it// the air bites with needle teeth// who is safe anywhere// 
the leaves gave up, fell away//now the trees are still with waiting// it’s 
suffocating//	not	enough	air	in	here	for	all	of 	us//	not	the	squirrel//	
the	butterfly	is	tucked	under	blankets	with	slowly	closing	eyes//	no	sleep	
and the sun comes up anyway// running from the spotlight// like little 
mice// cold slips through the cracks in the clouds// winter wipes you 
clean// leaves a smudge in the sky// leaks rain on everything// on bod-
ies still with waiting
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concert in the apartment
Erin Moynihan

so close I could touch her. did she just look at me? she did, I saw it. she 
prances	around	the	stage,	her	guitar	hanging	off	her.	i	can	see	her	red	
lipstick is smudged. she keeps licking her upper lip, right under the bridge 
of  her nose. she pulls me into her. I can tell she’s going to lead me some-
where good. high up in the apartment buildings with big windows, tucked 
in	amongst	everything.	i’m	tucked	in,	too.	and	i’m	wild,	flashing	my	teeth,	
taking	off	my	clothes.	I	see	a	man	with	gold	on	his	eyelids,	beaming	under	
the lights. sweaty people are bumping into me in the dark. i look up at 
her. she’s staring out over the crowd, grinning. she loves this. everyone 
screaming her songs, everyone with their puppy-dog eyes. i sit next to 
her	on	a	couch.	we	have	shining	glasses	filled	up	with	something	amber,	
something wise and burned. glamor greets us. people all around are 
filming	movies,	writing	novels,	walking	down	runways.	cameras	flash	and	
my eyes sting. fog rolls out over the drumset. on our knees, we beg for an 
encore. her skin is glowing purple, she’s smiling madly. i’ve been pinned 
down and i’ve still dreamed. my brown eyes big. she is under the spell. or 
under a big boot, when I say this she knows what I mean. i listen to her 
ballad about that girl who left her last year. no tears, not on stage. she 
hugs her drummer at the end, tight. i’ve wanted things I haven’t gotten. 
my own hands are wrapped around my throat, a man’s hands over that. 
the end comes before we’re ready. my dog is dead by now. curled up in 
the earth, just quiet bones. it hurts. i tell her about how it was the worst 
heartbreak of  my life, and she listens.
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Orange Petals
Tabitha Gilligan
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NECTARINES 
Courtney Bodeen

you 
took a bite out of  me that night 
and decided that nectarines just weren’t for you 

we had danced in the backyard of  an old worn-out ranch 
 cushioned by velvet and your whispers of  a happily-ever-after you 
plucked	a	fruit	off	the	branch	of 	a	wailing	tree	
biting into it you took my hand and pulled me/close 
your eyes// 

your lips against mine 
fuzzy whiskey breath radiating against my cheeks 
/slightly sweetened like a morning roast 
i don’t know why you stopped loving me but 

the fruit fell to the 
        ground, soggy & bruised, no longer ripe or tender 
         juices trailing down your chin 
           oh, sweet, victorious you! 
you had said you would explore my body like a worm.
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Inmigrante
JK.G
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Eccentric
Grayson Beaulieu
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regarding the tiny sculptures on the grass: 
Courtney Bodeen

they were molded by the hands of  another yet somehow they remain 
blissfully unaware— 
they have yet to understand the cruelties of  life, there is no paint to chip, 
no crevices in their form, no cracks or rusted over handles; they are 
unbothered by the cruel winds and the plummeting orange leaves that or-
nate their slumbering poses; they continue to stretch their arms and wrap 
themselves up into a warm embrace, laid back under the wilting sun, to 
sit amongst them would be a disturbance to their very existence, yet they 
pose an invitation to sit down and join them, they welcome me with their 
unmoving movements channeled through their carefully crafted expres-
sive nature—a mother greeting her child at the bus stop after a long day 
at kindergarten, or arriving at grandma’s house for thanksgiving supper. 
to sit amongst them would change the verse of  a hymn they don’t even 
know they’re singing, a bridge that would burn if  i ever dared to cross 
it, for i fear if  i sat amongst them it would cause them to break; my very 
presence is darkened by the bleakness of  the days, and i fear i would 
spoil this perfect moment, so instead, i simply give them a little wave and 
continue walking home.
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neon-lights
Lauren P.
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Entry 07
Betsy Allen

My ex thinks I’m crazy. I think he’s boring for choosing the all-too com-
mon post-breakup sentiment that straight men, more than others, tend to 
lean on when dumped. Why not call me eccentric, an oddity, aberrant, 
or better yet deviant–at the very least non compos mentis. But no, I’ve 
chosen yet again to date a man whose world consists of  words like nui-
sance, pest, annoyance, bother, and did I mention, crazy. I wonder if  he’s 
ever thought that perhaps my madness has nothing to do with him, and 
so to even consider the state of  my sanity as an annoyance, a bother, is to 
assign far too much credit to his position in my life. This is not a world of  
what has been done unto you, this is my world and unfortunately for me I 
allowed you in and even more unfortunately for you, I’ve since closed the 
doors. 

Now you run to your friends who spend hours eating greasy sliders 
with	shamefully	uncalloused	fingers	and	tell	them	how	you’ve	finally	rid	
yourself  of  your crazy ex, while you pretend to enjoy the college football 
game playing above your head that your friends are clearly far more 
interested in. You’ll ignore your mother’s hourly calls for a few days, 
sending short texts claiming business before climbing into bed reeking of  
Listerine,	as	though	that	alone	will	get	rid	of 	my	taste.	On	day	five,	you’ll	
finally	pick	up	your	mother’s	call,	feeling	that	your	avoidance	of 	her	is	
evidence enough to dispute my mommy-issues claim, and casually bring 
up	the	breakup	to	find	solace	in	her	relief,	her	baby	boy	is	back.	On	day	
six the sun will rise as it never has before, because you, my dear, have 
moved	on	and	shed	the	influence	of 	that	damned	crazy	ex	of 	yours.	

In a few months you’ll run into me on Park Avenue dressed entirely in 
white and you’ll wonder if  you’ve somehow stumbled into declaring that 
you’ll stand by me until death do us part. But then you’ll realize that I’m 
not dressed in white, that actually the knit mini dress I’m wearing resem-
bles more of  a cream, and you’ll wonder what ever made you walk away 
from these legs. 
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That’s	when	the	all-too	familiar	flash	of 	color	will	draw	your	attention	
away from my legs, to my hips, to right in between my hips, and then 
finally	to	the	culprit	itself.	A	baby	doll,	adorned	in	party	attire	sits	com-
fortably against my chest. This version boasts a heart-shaped balloon 
spelling Happy Birthday, and you are suddenly all too aware of  the reason 
you called me by that boring name. You know that the small purse hang-
ing from my shoulder–which is again, deceivingly not white but eggshell–
carries a plastic chair crafted to comfortably seat a lovely little doll on 
her way to a birthday party. That’s when the memories will overwhelm 
your physical desire for my small frame, and that thing between your legs 
will not only go soft but will likely attempt to crawl up inside you. You’ll 
remember feeding me chocolate covered strawberries, my mouth aching 
for what you hold in your hands, while your hands are aching to consume 
me, seeing my neck as a plaything. You’ll remember going out to eat at 
your favorite restaurant, me wearing the red dress that shows just enough 
to excite desire, you with your hand placed permanently against my waist 
watching the men turn toward me, and you’ll exalt in having what every-
one wants. Now let me tell you what you won’t remember. 

You won’t remember that the red dress was a little too tight for my liking, 
that your hand on my waist left bruises because though you had me you 
weren’t quite sure of  what you owned and so you grasped a little too 
tightly when those leering men did what they do best. You won’t remem 
remember that those strawberries tasted overripe, that you spent eight 
dollars	on	five	strawberries	so	that	you	could	feel	like	a	man,	that	feeding	
me chocolate covered fruit did not make up for what you did next. You 
won’t remember that you bought those turtlenecks I lived in for the dura-
tion of  our minglings, only recalling that you loved how I looked in high-
necked things. You won’t remember that to have a girl like me means you 
must also have a girl like me. You’ll yell for the embarrassment caused by 
the baby dolls that sit with us at dinner, at the movies, in the park. You’ll 
anger over my excitement in opening the boxes that hold my babies, 
confused how I could so obviously love this version of  motherhood and 
yet refuse to give you your own. You forget that I am the only one I will 
let you own. Because I’m safe here. Surrounded by these dolls, I am safe 
in this plastic box. 
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Like a little girl and her toys, everything I need is here, and so I ask noth-
ing of  anyone and everyone loves me. You will try to forget my mum-
blings, act as though I am not a great mother, turn away when I speak to 
my children. You will try to forget my crying when you took my babies 
and rehomed them in the trash can beside your pristine white couch. You 
will try to forget how good the sex was. How I bent to your touch, how I 
followed instructions exactly, never cried when you hurt me. You will try 
to forget how beautifully I allowed you to own me. A girl like that isn’t 
sane. But you didn’t want sane, you wanted your toy just like I wanted 
mine–the	difference?	I	don’t	hurt	my	toys.	
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I’m trying to make sense of  it but am failing desperately
Whitney O’Reardon
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